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Basingstoke RFC Committee Meeting 
19:00 on 9th March 2020 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Attendees: James Jagged (JJ/Chairman), Mark Rushworth (MR/Honorary Secretary), Roger Cook (RC/Honorary 
Treasurer),David Crabbe (DC/Commercial), Derek Bennet (DB Chair of Marketing), Simon Appleby (SiA Chair of 
Senior Playing), Sheree Cooper (SC/Ladies Playing),   Toby Fryer (Chair of Youth Playing), Steve Appleby (StA Chair of 
Clubhouse), Russell Amos (RA/Chair of Grounds), Michele Amos (MA/Chair of Governance), Sarah Whatmore (SW 
Safeguarding), Mandy McDermott (MM Membership Secretary) 
 

Item  
JJ opened the meeting and welcomed Simon Appleby to his first meeting 
 

Action 

1.0 Apologies  

 Nil  

   

2.0 Declaration of Interests 
Nil 

 

   

3.0 Minutes from Last Meeting  

 

JJ asked TF for an update on the forthcoming UR7’s competition? 
TF stated that all was in hand, he had drawn up a task list and has volunteers ready to 
help. 
A question was asked whether we produced programs for the day to sell, bearing in 
mind that the cost will be by us to produce? Answer in the next meeting. 
MR updated the Committee on the ongoing PI claim. 

 

   

4.0 Discussion Points  

 

a. Code of Conduct 

JJ stated that we had all spoke in the last meeting at length and discussed the 

rationale and why this was being discussed. He asked whether the code of 

conduct could be finalised tonight? 

Should the C of C go to the AGM for the members to vote for whether it 

should be included? Should we, as a committee, put it forward to the 

members at the AGM to show that we as a collective are united and open to 

the members? 

What happens if someone does not sign? Are they then held to account by 

the disciplinary system? The C of C is a document to show how we should all 

behave towards each other and in our posts etc. It is a flexible document that 

would allow it to be changes if it is required, without going through a SGM or 

AGM to ensure it works for all. 

If it goes to an AGM it would make the document more powerful if we (the 

Committee) adhere to it. It is a support document to say this is how we 

behave and, this is what could happen if it is not adhered to. 
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All committee members to read and refer any draft changes back by the end 

of the week. When complete MR to send out complete document via GMS 

b. Mediation Outcome. 

JJ announced that the Mediation/Arbitration document had not actually been 

addressed and that any recommendations on the document should be 

discussed, and that Terry Burwell would be interested in the outcomes, or, do 

we go back to the club with answers? 

All Committee read the document again. 

Paragraph 30 asks the question of how many members should be on the 

Committee? The Constitution states that it should be no less than 7 and no 

more than 20. A suggestion of 6 was made with sub committees feeding back 

in. If that is the case, then the constitution would have to be changed. 

One point is that Clubhouse & Grounds was suggested in being merged, as in 

previous years. A suggestion that these are two big roles and we would not 

gain anything by losing 1 member. 

Other clubs do not have big committees, do we extend it by Co-opting 

members on to it? 

JJ suggested that we let it run for a few months and then revisit. All agreed. 

There needs to be something done before the next AGM and explain that we 

are not getting rid of the roles, just reducing the number of the Committee at 

meetings. 

A suggestion of an ‘Ops’ Committee e.g. Finance & Facilities with sub 

committees and 1 person from them representing to the committee? 

Marketing & Commercial – DC is happy to stay as Chair of Commercial but, 

would like to handover the International Ticket role. 

TF stated that he is to finish as Chair of Youth due to work commitments 

within his new Job taking up more time that he expected. He was asked 

whether he could carry on with the help of an assistant? 

TF will continue in the role until a replacement is found. The committee 

agreed that a need to find a support structure for Youth so that Future Chairs 

are helped. 

c. Action plan 

MR apologised for the delay in posting the Action plan, this was due to 

unforeseen incidents in his family and workplace. 

d. Hampshire Clubs Survey 

JJ spoke about the Hampshire Clubs survey and explained that it was a view 

on what the members thought. He continued to say that it was encouraging 

with the answers that had been submitted from the club’s members. 

JJ will send out the survey results for the Committee to view. 

5.0 Section Reports  

 
a. Chair of Club 

Report Supplied 
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b. Treasurer 

Report Provided. 

c. Senior Men’s Playing (Simon Appleby) 

No Report Supplied 

d. Ladies Playing (Sheree Cooper) 

No Report supplied 

e. Youth Playing (Toby Fryer) 

No Report Supplied  

TF asked whether the Cage could be used at the next weekend for a Cup Match for 

one of the age groups. All answered -Yes. 

TF spoke about a potential Bereavement fund that could be paid into by all teams and 

used in the event a member’s parent etc. passing away. RC explained that the Clubs 

assets could be used for fundraising as in previous years, but the club could not make 

a contribution. SiA mentioned that the seniors would not want to take from the fund. 

TF agreed to keep within the youth section. 

TF stated that Lindsay had suggested a separate night for the youth section? SiA said 

that Tuesday would be good as the seniors should not be using her after 8:00pm. SC 

said that on Wednesday the Ladies would not be seen as the youth would take all the 

time. SW stated that parents who follow the process agreed by herself and Lindsay as 

Rugby Safe Leads are not impacting on senior section time with Lindsay as she books 

them in after 8.30pm; however, there are some that may have tried to bypass this. TF 

said that the juniors would be happy to pay additional in memberships to pay for this. 

The consensus across the room was that this may be a good idea. A discussion was 

had as to the best times for the youth section to attend would be after 8:00 pm on 

Tuesdays and after 8:15 on Wednesdays. The Youth Chair is to arrange this with 

Lindsay; ensuring that all rehabilitation is also arranged by parents through SW as 

Rugby Safe Lead for the Youth Section. 

f. Clubhouse (Steve Appleby) 

Report Supplied 

StA stated that Isis would now be finished on the 1st April, but they will move their 

equipment on the 3rd. 

g. Grounds (Russell Amos) 

Report Supplied 

RA is trying to set up a meeting with the council to discuss the pitches. An agenda is 

needed to be drafted before this happens. 

RA explained the rationale, he understood, with regards to the council cancelling 

pitch use. 

SC stated that the balance of pitch use within the cage is unfair as the ladies have only 

played in there twice, they then have to pay for additional pitches. Some deals had 

been made with other age groups to use the cage, in which case the pitch would have 

been paid for by the age group already, the ladies should not be out of pocket. 

It was suggested that the policy of 2 games in the cage at a weekend (1 Saturday & 1 

on Sunday) could be changed to allow more usage. 

SiA suggested that a warm up game could be played before the 1st XV played and that 

other teams could reschedule fixtures for Fridays or Saturdays etc. it was agreed that 

these are decisions for next season. 
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h. Marketing/Sponsorship (David Crabbe) 

Report Supplied 

DB informed all that the club would be advertising in local magazines, the Overton 

and Oakley and the Kempshot Courier, he needs a article or editorial highlighting club 

successes and advertising our facilities for hire etc. 

DB was combining a list of sponsors and will be looking at talking to potential new 

sponsors. 

i. Governance (Michele Amos) 

Report Supplied 

Safeguarding audit has been set by HRFU 

MA has a meeting on the 18th March with Kieran Spencer with regards to the re 

accreditation. 

j. Membership (Mandy McDermott) 

No Report Supplied 

MM stated that she is not up to scratch yet but is getting there fast. 

6.0 AOB  

 

I. SW asked whether a decision could be made on a kit supplier for next season, we 

could stay with Canterbury or look to move to another supplier 

It was agreed that SW along with RC would get a selection of costings for new kit to 

put before the committee. 

II. Team Managers are to let SW know of any Social media groups that are being used. 

“RC explained with regards to pitch hire in the situation that grounds at Down Grange 

were not available the club would be able to subsidise this to some degree. From the 

options discussed the agreement was that Juniors would be subsidised when the 

council cancels training based on the amount that then wasn’t paid to the council. For 

the seniors there is no additional payment to the council for each training session, so 

it was agreed that when training was not available up to 3 sessions each season 

would be funded by the club for each of the senior sections. If 3 sessions were 

reached in a season, then this would be reviewed.” 

 

7.0 Date of Next Meeting(s)  

 20th April 2020 – Committee Meeting 1900 hrs.  
 


